leethal Dark Trio

Jonathan, Warren, & Andrew
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

Whole trio

Abbreviations

Jonathan, Warren, &
Andrew are three accessory
patterns designed for fans
of things like metal, goats,
the devil, chaos, silly media
with evil stuff, etc. All three
patterns include multiple
options for you to choose
from - which goat(s) do you
like best; satan or chaos;
good or evil?

st(s) = stitch(es)

Nothing needs to actually
be evil or dark - goats can
just be goats, the hat can
be made with a chaotic
stitch pattern instead of the
satanic option, and the
mitts can be made with
stars instead of
pentagrams.

yo = yarn over

But the evil stuff might be
appreciated by metalheads,
fans of shows like Buffy
(where the pattern names
came from), Supernatural,
etc, or nerds who are into
mythology and symbolism
and stuff like that.
The different designs are
made with twisted stitches
(in Warren and Andrew tutorial is included at the
end of this ebook), cables
(along with brioche knitting in
Jonathan - tutorial included), and illusion knitting (in
Andrew - it’s just knits and purls).

k = knit
p = purl
RS = right side
WS = wrong side
MC = main color yarn
CC = contrasting color yarn
sl = slip stitch purlwise
wyif = with yarn in front

m1 = make 1, by picking up the strand between
needle points from front to back, and knitting into
the back loop (increases 1)
kfb = knit into front then into back of stitch (increases 1)
k2tog = knit 2 together (decreases 1)
ssk = slip, slip, knit slipped stitches together
(decreases 1)
cdd = centered double decrease; slip 2 sts together
as if to work k2tog, knit 1, pass slipped stitches
over together (decreases 2)
TR = twist right, 1 over 1 stitch, knit both stitches
TL = twist left, 1 over 1 stitch, knit both stitches
TRp = twist right, 1 over 1 stitch, knit first (top) stitch,
purl second (bottom) stitch
TLp = twist left, 1 over 1 stitch, purl first (bottom)
stitch, knit second (top) stitch
TR2 = twist right, 1 over 2 stitches, knit all stitches
TL2 = twist left, 1 over 2 stitches, knit all stitches

Twisted stitches

Find the Jonathan brioche scarf on page 3, the
Warren hat with two versions on page 14, and the
Andrew mitts on page 19. You can find more photos
of each design, and versions made by other knitters in
other kinds of yarn, on ravelry.

You’ll use twisted stitches in both Warren and
Andrew. Twisted stitches are basically mini-cables,
with 1 single front stitch crossing over 1 or 2 back
stitches. There are many ways to make this happen;
there’s a recommended method tutorial given on the
last page - you can also find video tutorials for this
method on leethalknits.com here.

Jonathan, Warren, & Andrew are all copyright Lee
Meredith 2015 - for personal use only, no reprinting/
redistributing - thanks! Visit the leethalknits.com faq
page or the leethal ravelry group if you have
questions or need help.

The basic twists are in the abbreviations list above;
some twists specific to each pattern are listed with
those patterns. (The only differences will be which
back stitches are knit/purled/slipped, the actual twists
will always work the same way.)
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Jonathan
You need
‣ yarn of your choice, in a weight ranging sport to
bulky (see Gauge and Sizing notes), in 2 solid
colors, or 1 main solid color, and different colors/
yarns for the contrasting color yarns
-- 160-280 yards / 150-260 meters each color bulky
-- 180-300 yards / 165-275 meters each color aran
-- 200-320 yards / 180-290 meters each color worsted
-- 220-350 yards / 200-320 meters each color sport
‣ 1 circular needle sized to match your yarn (see
Gauge notes), any length (24”/60cm is easiest)
‣ 2 cable needles (at least 1 real cable needle, not DPN)

The samples
Blue & grey: Berroco Remix aran weight (Smoke
and Nightfall) - 1 full ball each color, which is 216
yards / 198 meters each; size US 8 (5mm) needles,
for a brioche stitch gauge of approx 15 stitches per 4
inches / 10 cm; scarf width is approx 9 inches / 23
cm across, length is 56 inches / 142 cm.

Jonathan appears as a squishy 2-color stripy scarf
with some cables here and there, until you hold it flat,
stretching it out a bit, and reveal the hidden goats!
Make it more narrow or wide by choosing your yarn
weight to fit your wants, and use multiple colors for
the contrasting background yarn if you want a more
colorful look. This piece can be very guy-friendly - it
was even designed specifically for a goat-loving
metalhead dude!
There are three different goats, with three different
face shapes and horn styles, so you can choose your
favorite to go on the end, where it will be most visible,
and then either stick the other two on after that, or
just use the non-goat cable pattern to fill in the rest of
your scarf. The back side of your scarf won’t have
goats, but it will have some nice looking brioche cables
in the contrasting color(s), making your scarf reversible.
The goat cable patterns were adapted from an original
non-brioche goat cable design by the awesome Cyn,
which is available for free on her Half-Assed Knit Blog.
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Turquoise & colors: Cascade Yarns Eco+ aran
weight, held double stranded (shade 8529) - 1 full
skein, which is 478 yards / 437 meters (so approx 239
yards / 218 meters of bulky weight) - many different
yarns for CC, some bulky weight, some lighter weights
held double or triple stranded; size US 10 1/2 (6.5mm)
needles, for a brioche stitch gauge of approx 10 stitches
per 4 inches / 10 cm; scarf width is approx 13.5
inches / 34 cm across, length is 60 inches / 152 cm.
Orange & brown swatch: Brown Sheep Lanaloft
sports sport weight; size US 3 (3.25mm) needles, for
a brioche stitch gauge of approx 19 stitches per 4
inches / 10 cm; width is approx 7.5 inches / 19 cm.
A 60 inch / 150 cm long scarf in this yarn/gauge
would take approx 275 yards / 250 meters each color.

Gauge
Gauge is flexible, since this scarf can be any width use a lighter weight (like sport-DK) to make a more
narrow scarf, a heavy yarn to make a wide scarf/wrap.
Brioche stitch tends to be extra loose, so use a
standard needle size to match your yarn for a more
loose, drapey scarf fabric (the needle size
recommended on the ball band), or go down a couple
needle sizes for a denser, more squishy fabric.
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Warren
You need
‣ DK weight yarn in a solid or semi-solid color, or a
slightly different weight to adjust size (see Sizing)
-- approx 160 yards / 150 meters for evil version
-- approx 125{160} yards / 115{150} meters for
small{large} sizes of chaotic version
-- evil sample yarn is Berroco Vintage DK (Douglas Fir)
-- chaotic sample yarn is Hazel Knits Lively DK (Low Tide)
‣ size US 6 (4mm) needles (or sized to get gauge)
-- a 16”/40cm circular
-- either a set of double pointed needles, or a longer
circular to work magic loop method, for the crown
‣ 1 stitch marker, and optional 4 or 5 more markers in
a different color/type from the first, if you like to
keep track of pattern repeats

Gauge
21 sts and 28 rows per 4 inches / 10 cm, in
stockinette (rows do not matter for chaotic version).

evil version

Or, you may adjust your gauge a bit to customize
your hat size - see Sizing below for details.
Revel in evil, more or less,
by sporting symbols of
satanism and/or chaos on
a comfy head accessory.

chaotic version

Choose to knit a full on
devil-worshipping symbol
into your hat, or go for
simply chaotic messy lines
along the bottom, and
then work chaos arrows
pointing outwards from
the crown center.

This basic hat is made
with twisted stitches on a
reverse stockinette stitch
background, and is very much
gender neutral - the evil version
is sized specifically for an average
adult male head size, which makes for a nice slouchy
fit on a smaller female head.
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Sizing
Circumference
The evil version is written in one size only, which is
a large size; in the DK weight gauge it will be fitted to
a large adult size head (around 24 inches / 61 cm
head circumference), or it will be a looser fit on a more
medium size head, or a slouchy fit on a smaller head.
The chaotic version is written for two sizes, small
(pictured) and large; the small is a snug fit on a small
adult head (around 22 inches / 56 cm head
circumference), or it can be made shorter to fit a child;
the large is fitted to a larger adult head (around 23-24
inches / 58-61 cm head circumference), or a looser,
slouchier fit on a smaller head.
You can adjust your hat’s size by changing your
gauge, as follows (don’t worry about row gauge).
To make the evil version fitted to a smaller adult
head size (around 22-23 inches / 56-58 cm head
circumference), use sport weight and/or needles sized
to get a gauge of 24 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm.
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Andrew
You need
‣ sport weight yarn in 2 contrasting colors - approx
70{80, 90, 100} yards / 65{75, 85, 95} meters in
each color, for small{medium, large, extra large}
-- a round, smooth yarn will work best for the illusion,
and blocking is somewhat important, so wool or
another block-able fiber is recommended
‣ size US 4 (3.5mm) needles (or sized to get gauge)
-- a long circular (32”/80cm or longer) to use magic
loop method, or a set of double pointed needles
‣ 6 stitch markers, 4 different colors/types (2 different
pairs of the same type for 2 mB’s and 2 mD’s; 2
single unique types for 1 mA and 1 mC)

The samples
Dark & light purples: Knitted Wit Welterweight
Rambouillet sport weight (Beaujolais and French Kiss);
size small; right hand pentagram / left hand star.
Grey & red: Brown Sheep Lanaloft Sports Weight
(Dark Ash and Roasted Pepper); size extra large; both
hands pentagram (grey is dark color; red is light color).

Gauge
These mitts may seem plain at
first glance, but upon closer
inspection there are signs of
good and/or evil hidden on
each hand, and eyes on the
palms which can be protective
or demonic!
Use illusion knitting (which is made of just knits and
purls) to hide a star or a pentagram on each hand, so
when you hold your hand out to a viewer, the shape
will reveal itself. Make one hand good and the other
evil, or just go all out with one or the other on both
hands, if you prefer.
Use twisted and slipped stitches to put eyes on both
palms; hold your hand out to an evil-doer as symbolic
protection, or put your hands up to your face to turn
your mitts into an instant creepy costume.
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21 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm in garter stitch, striped
between the 2 colors (7 sts per inch / 2.5 cm in slip
stitch pattern - [k1, sl2] for 2 rows, [sl1, k2] for 2 rows).
It should be a dense gauge. You can just swatch
for garter stitch gauge (2 rows each color) and
assume the slip-stitch pattern gauge will be close
enough; then test the fit after you’ve worked the first
couple inches (basically treating the first couple inches
of mitt as a fully patterned gauge swatch).
Try it on above the thumb, to check for fit (it should
be loose around your wrist, but fitted around the hand).
There should be very little negative ease (meaning, it
shouldn’t stretch much at all) - if it’s tightly fitted with
lots of stretch, then the illusion will be distorted.
If it fits well after a couple inches, then you’re
good and you can keep on knitting. If not, start over
with a different needle size and/or make a different
size mitts. If knitting for a gift, you can use the same
method, using your own hand as a guideline.
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Twisted stitches

Right twists
1 over 1 st: TR, TRp, TRsl

(videos on leethalknits.com)

A

G
Left twists

Now the stitches are twisted on
the right-hand needle (H); slip
them straight across to the lefthand needle (I).

1 over 1 st: TL, TLp, TLsl

B

Slip first stitch knitwise, slip
second stitch knitwise (A).

H

Slip both stitches together,
back onto left-hand needle, by
sticking the needle through the
first slipped stitch first (B).

C

D

Now the stitches are twisted on
the needle in the correct order;
the first stitch is the bottom
stitch - knit it for TL, purl it for
TLp, or slip it for TLsl (C).

I

Knit the second stitch, the top
stitch (D).

J

E

F

Slip the next 2 stitches together
knitwise, as if to k2tog (G).

The stitches are in the correct
order on the needle now, but
each stitch has each become
twisted in the process, so work
them through the back loops to
fix them (J); knit (through back
loop) the first stitch (top stitch),
and work the second stitch
according to twist type - knit it
(through back loop) for TR, purl
it for TRp, slip it (backwards to
untwist it*) for TRsl.
* So that all stitches, after being
worked, are on the right-hand
needle with front of loop going
to the right, back of loop to the
left (normal stitch placement).

1 over 2 sts: TL2, TL2-pc,
TL2-p2, TL2-p1k2, TL2-sl2

1 over 2 sts: TR2, TR2-pc,
TR2-p2, TR2-k2p1, TR-sl2

Slip each of the next 3 stitches,
knitwise, one at a time.

Slip the next 3 stitches together
knitwise, as if to k3tog (K).

Slip all 3 stitches together,
back onto left-hand needle, by
sticking the needle through the
first slipped stitch first, to flip
the order (E).
Now the stitches are on the
needle in the correct order (F),
the third stitch being the top
stitch. Either purl, knit, or slip
the first 2 stitches according to
the twist type, and knit the third
stitch, the top stitch.
pc = purl center st (knit first st)
p2 = purl both sts
sl2 = slip both sts
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K

L

M

Now the stitches are twisted on
the right-hand needle; slip them
straight across to the left-hand
needle (L).
The stitches are now in the
correct order (M), but they have
each become twisted in the
process, so work them through
the back loops to fix them; knit
(through back loop) the first
stitch, the top stitch, and either
purl, knit, or slip (through back
loops) the next 2 stitches
according to the twist type.
pc = purl center st (knit last st)
p2 = purl both sts
sl2 = slip both sts (backwards
to untwist them*)
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